
Your guide to 

Estate Planning



Specify who will benefit from your Estate in the event of your death –
an opportunity to express your wishes.
Appoint an Executor/Executors who will be responsible for the
administration of your Estate after your death. You also have the
opportunity to appoint professional Executors to deal any complex
areas of your Estate.
Set up a trust to allow a spouse or partner to live in a property after
your death on the basis that the property would then pass to your
children after the death of the surviving spouse or partner. In essence,
it is an opportunity to safeguard the family home.
Appoint Guardians for your infant children – this is an important
aspect when infant children are involved as an appointment of a
Guardian can only be made by a person with parental responsibility for
a child. This is also an opportunity to express your wishes on how your
infant children are raised and educated.
Specify the age at which the children can inherit from the Estate.
Set up a trust to administer funds for children or other individuals who
are unable to manage their own money. The preparation of a Will
allows vulnerable beneficiaries (disabled persons) to be looked after
and ensures that any entitlement to means tested benefits remains
unaffected.

Will Writing

Everybody should make a Will during their lifetime and more importantly
review their Wills on a regular basis.

In these uncertain times, it is more important than ever that the
opportunity is taken to review your circumstances and prepare a Will.

A Will puts you in control and enables you to protect the interests of your
family and ensure your wishes are carried out after your death. It also
avoids any future family disputes.

Making a Will enables you to:



Specify who will look after your pet(s).
Nominate a charity to benefit from your Estate.

During the process of preparing your Will, you have an opportunity to
review your Estate (assets and liabilities) and highlight any potential
Inheritance Tax liability that may arise on your death and allow you to take
advantage of available exemptions and reliefs to reduce the liability.

Ward Williams can assist you with all of the above and guide you through
the process of not only preparing your Will but can review any Estate
planning opportunities that may be available to you. Ward Williams can
also assist you with the process of obtaining probate following a death.

As a member of the Society of Will Writers, Dipesh can assist you with
putting a valid Will in place and offer specialist advice with succession
planning. 

Please contact Dipesh Parmar on 01932 830664 or email
Dipesh.Parmar@wardwilliams.co.uk to discuss your requirements.
Alternatively, please get in touch with your normal Ward Williams contact.
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Reviewing options available to reduce an Inheritance Tax bill.
An opportunity to see the next generations enjoying their money.

Writing a Will and making executors, family members and friends
aware of it.
Making a comprehensive list of your assets and any debts. This list
should include property assets, material assets and any savings or
funds you will leave behind.
Planning and/or recording cash gifts you plan to give to protect against
inheritance tax.
Making provisions for funeral expenses and outlining your wishes so
that family and friends can make arrangements accordingly.

Estate Planning 

Estate planning involves passing on wealth to the people that matter to
you in the most effective way. 

Estate planning can be done for many different reasons such as: 

In this guide we look at the different options for estate planning, from
simply spending your money to making gifts through the use of trusts.

Estate planning can be broken down into four key parts. These include:
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What are the different options for estate planning?

There are several key ways you can reduce the amount of inheritance tax
you pay or avoid paying it all together.

1. Make gifts to family members and friends

Gifts are one of the best and most efficient ways to avoid inheritance tax.

If you can afford to do so, distributing money early on rather than waiting
and leaving sums in your Will is incredibly tax-efficient. This is because the
overall amount of assets you leave behind (over £325,000) will be subject
to inheritance tax. This is currently set at a rate of 40% – but this could rise
unexpectedly.

You are permitted to give cash gifts of up to £3,000 a year – so with
forward planning you could give away a significant amount without having
to pay tax. If you choose to give away more than £3,000 per year the
additional amount could be subject to Inheritance Tax.

There are some types of gifts that are exempt from taxation altogether.
These include gifts between spouses or civil partners, gifts to universities
or charities (subject to qualification) and any gifts given over seven years
before your death.

2. Set up a trust fund

Trust funds are fully protected from inheritance tax and can be set up at
any time. They can be set up to provide advance payments drip-fed to
family members to allow them to receive inheritance early. Ttrust funds
also have benefits for those with life insurance policies, as they provide a
significant amount of tax relief.
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Without trust funds in place your life insurance payout is added to your
estate and taxed. When your life insurance is set up in trust it cannot be
included in any inheritance tax calculation.

3. Intelligent spending

Spend within your means – saving for necessary future expenses whilst
spending intelligently on items and experiences you will enjoy.

4. Provisions for necessary spending

Factoring in necessary spending such as home improvements, mortgage
payments, maintenance and other things you may need in the near or
distant future such as a new car.

5. Research

Each individual situation is different so it is important to do your research.

Inheritance Tax allowances now rather than on death

Inheritance tax rates and rules may also change over time. More and more
people are looking to protect their assets against the impact of inheritance
tax, enabling them to ensure that they can leave more to loved ones when
they pass away.

If your assets amount to
£325,000 or more and you
are concerned about how to
protect property and finances
such as savings and
investments, organising
estate planning as early as
possible is essential.



The value of your estate is below £325,000;
You leave  your whole estate to the surviving spouse  or civil partner. 
 However, this may simply be deferring any Inheritance Tax on your
estate as the surviving spouse or civil partner is potentially left with a
much larger/increased estate and with the Inheritance Tax liability.  
You leave your estate to  a charity or a community amateur sports
club.

There is normally no tax to pay if:

If none of the above applies, your estate will be subject to Inheritance Tax
at 40% on anything above the thresholds of either £325,000 or  £500,000
(dependent on circumstances) when you die (or 36% if you leave at least
10% of the value after any deductions to a charity in your Will).

It is also worth noting that the rate of tax and tax-free allowances can
change each year.
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Probate

Ward Williams are licensed to provide probate and estate administration
services.

What does this mean?

We can save you or your family a lot of time and stress in the event of
losing a loved one. There are certain protocols which need to be carried
out upon a person’s death. Probate and estate administration is just one of
these, but also the most complex, as the executors are required to file
legal, financial and taxation information about the deceased’s estate.
However, we can ease this burden, particularly when the deceased was a
client of ours, as we will have much of the financial and tax information to
hand and are likely to know the next of kin. This can simplify and shorten
the process and therefore help to keep the costs to a minimum.



Locating the current will of the deceased;
Applying for the grant of representation;
Administering the estate, including liquidating the assets to pay debts
and taxes and in preparation for passing to the beneficiaries of the
estate;
Preparing estate accounts;
Distributing the assets to the beneficiaries in accordance with the will,
or the intestacy law if there is no valid will.

Personal and business tax planning, including inheritance tax;
Trusts and estate planning;
Executorships;
Financial planning and wealth management;
Retirement planning.

What’s involved in the probate and estate administration process?

The process can be lengthy and complicated and will require the
deceased’s personal representatives carrying out the following steps:

To help you understand the whole process we have put together a > Guide
to Probate.

The probate and estate administration service complements our other
services which may be of benefit from time to time, these include:
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Information for users:
The matters discussed in this guide are by necessity brief and comprise
summations and introductions to the subject referred to. The content of
this guide should not be considered by any reader to be a substitute for
proper professional advice. All information is accurate at the time of
going to print (May 2022). Ward Williams accepts no responsibility for
any loss arising from any action taken or not taken by anyone using this
guide.

http://documents.wardwilliams.co.uk/Ward_Williams_Probate_Guide.pdf
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